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Individual Round 

General Rules and Answer Forms 

You may use pencils, pens, scratch paper, graph paper, rulers, compasses, and protractors. However, 

calculators (also, slide rules and abbaci) may not be used. 

 

Answer Forms 

 

Fractions should be simplified.  

For instance, 2/4 is incorrect and should be simplified to ½.  

Fractions should be improper.  

For instance, 1 ½ is incorrect and should be written as 3/2  

Fractions should be used instead of mixed numbers, unless otherwise specified in the problem 

For instance, 1.5 is incorrect and should be written as an improper fraction  

Ratios should be reduced.  

For instance, 2 : 4 (read “2 to 4”) is incorrect and should be written 1 : 2. 

Answers need to be exact unless otherwise specified.  

For instance, 3.14 will not work for .  

Radicals should be rationalized.  

For instance, 
 

  
 is incorrect and should be written as 

  

 
. 

Units are not necessary unless the answer is time, in which case A.M. or P.M. is required. However, if used, 

they must be correct. 

 

Write your answers neatly in the space provided. Please make your handwriting legible. There is no 

guessing penalty. Both blank answers and incorrect answers will score 0 point. Finally, remember to 

write your name and team name on the answer sheet. 

 

Any instructions included within a problem take precedence over the directions above. 

Round Instructions 

The Individual round will consist of 30 questions, ranging from easy to hard, over 40 minutes. The first 

15 questions will be worth 2 points each and the second 15 questions will be worth 3 points each, for a 

maximum of 75 points. No partial credit will be given unless specified otherwise. 

 

When you are prompted to begin, you may start working on the questions. When you are prompted 

to stop, you should put down the pencil immediately. The proctor will pick up the answer sheets. The 

proctor will give a 10 minute and a 1 minute warning.  
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Problems 

 

1. Evaluate:               . 

 

 

2. What is                when expressed as a common fraction? 

 

 

3. What is the 2010
th

 digit to the right of the decimal point in the decimal expansion of 
 

  
? 

 

 

4. Evaluate      
 

   
  

   

 
.  

 

 

5. How many integer values of   are there such that         ? 

 

 

6. The supplement of an angle is 10 times the complement of the same angle. What is the measure of this 

angle, in degrees? 

 

 

7. Earl has three times as many quarters as he has dimes, and he has at least one coin. What is the minimum 

amount of money that he could have, in cents?  

 

 

8. A math class takes a test. The average of the top 50% of scores is 88. The average of the remainder of the 

scores is 74. What is the average score of the entire class? 

 

 

9. The circumference of a circle is 5 times its area. What is the area of the circle? Express your answer in 

terms of pi.  

 

 

10. What is the largest power of 7 that divides 100!? Do not evaluate out the answer. (For example, write    

rather than 16807 if that is the answer.) 
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11. How many triangles are there in the following diagram? 

 

 

 

 

12. Frank enjoys playing both basketball and football and attends 10 practices of each sport. After the first 

five practices, he has successfully completed a total of 102 free throws (basketball) and 34 field goals 

(football), with the result that he has completed an equal percentage of his field goal attempts as of his free 

throw attempts. If he makes the same number of attempts for each sport in the second five practices as in the 

first five, and he successfully completes 56 free throws and 19 field goals in the second five practices, which 

sport does he have a better success rate in over all ten practices? 

 

 

13. If                   , find        .   

 

 

14. A farmer weighs his 3 pigs Porky, Piggy, and Hamlet. However, his scale can only hold 2 pigs at a time, 

so he decides to weigh them in pairs. Porky and Piggy together weigh 342 pounds. Piggy and Hamlet 

together weigh 376 pounds, and Porky and Hamlet together weigh 318 pounds. What is the combined weight 

of all three pigs? 

 

 

15. Several students, including Alice and Bob, must each give a presentation about their summer to the class. 

If the order of presentations is randomly determined, what is the probability that Alice goes before Bob? 

 

 

16. Triangle     has      ,      , and      . Find the length of the altitude from   to side 

  .  

 

 

17. In a small cave there are three boxes, each of which contains two compartments. The first box contains a 

coal in each compartment, the second box contains a coal in one compartment and a pearl in the other, and 

the third box contains a pearl in each compartment. Mr. Jones randomly chooses a box, and then randomly 

chooses one of the two compartments from that box. If he finds a pearl inside this compartment, what is the 

probability that there is also a pearl in the other compartment? 
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18. What is the remainder when       is divided by 5? 

 

 

19. Angela can mop a floor in 18 minutes. One day her friend Emma helped her and it only took 6 minutes. If 

each girl works at a constant rate, how many minutes would it take Emma to mop the floor by herself? 

 

 

20. What is the least possible distance from the point       to the line       ? 

 

 

21. A unevenly weighted tetrahedron has four faces: one white, one solid red, one blue, and one with red and 

blue stripes. Given that the probability of rolling a face that is at least partially red is 
 

 
 and the probability of 

rolling a face that is at least partially blue is 
 

 
, what is the ratio of the probability of rolling the white face to 

the probability of rolling the striped face? 

 

 

22. Warble has an afternoon off and wishes to use an all-day pass on the Intergallactic Spaceship System to 

the greatest possible extent without raising suspicion about too much meaningless activity.  There are 6 

galaxies in the system, and each pair of galaxies has a spaceship which travels back and forth between just 

those two galaxies. What is the maximum number of spaceships that Warble can ride on today if he can ride 

on each spaceship at most once? (He has no mode of transportation other than those spaceships, and does not 

need to end the day at the same galaxy where he starts.) 

 

 

23. Darla has an infinite number of 7-cent and 9-cent stamps. What is the largest amount of postage, in cents, 

that she cannot pay for using her stamps?  

 

 

24. What is the probability of rolling a double but not a triple, with three fair six-sided dice?  A double 

occurs when two of the dice show the same value (i.e. two fives are rolled). A triple occurs when all three 

dice show the same value. 

 

 

25. Isosceles trapezoid      is constructed such that       and diagonal    bisects     .  For 

what measure of      will              ? Express your answer in degrees. 
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26. The IRS has $3000 to buy some new equipment for its staff. It may either buy 20 TI calculators and 27 

HP calculators, or 25 TI calculators and 14 HP calculators. Each option would leave between $20 and $10 in 

extra money. If the prices of both calculators are integers, find their unit prices. Express your answer as an 

ordered pair: (price of TI calculator, price of HP calculator). 

 

 

27. What is the minimum possible value of   
 

 
 given that    ?  

 

 

28. Alex and Bob are flipping a fair coin. Alex wins if the combination heads, heads comes up first and Bob 

wins if the combination heads, tails, heads comes up first. The two of them keep flipping the coin until one 

of them wins. What is the probability that Alex will win? 

 

 

29. Let     denote the sum of the digits of  .  Determine the value of the following: 

                         . 

 

 

30. If         , what is the value of        ? 


